"There are amazing teacher leaders in every school. Those teachers are leaders in their buildings and districts, not because of a title or position, but because that is who they are."

~ (Teacher, Ohio)
Collaboration & Sufficient Time are critical

Job - Embedded Professional Development is key

A Voice in the Process & Decisions Makes all the Difference

What we already know about getting to efficacy and satisfaction
Reflect

Coach

Mentor
Support personal professional learning plans

Increase retention of team

Establish strong community through sharing of classroom experiences

Opportunity to learn and grow before formal evaluation

Establish environment of constant learning

Show contributions to individual success

Provide exemplars that are local, specific to demographic
INTRODUCING

TALENT is your private space to reflect on practice, receive coaching, mentor others and build community.

Email

Password

Forgot Password?

LOGIN
TALENT is your private space to reflect on practice, receive & deliver coaching, mentor others and build community.
**Upload Videos**

Use this button to upload videos to your account (even videos from dropbox or google drive).

Or you can use our mobile app "Torsh Uploader" to easily record videos and automatically upload them to your account.

Don't worry, all of the videos you upload will be private until you decide to share them!

**Videos**

You can see all the videos you have uploaded and the videos your colleagues have shared with you here.

Watch, reflect, share, and review videos in order to improve your practice or to provide help and feedback to others.

**Review Analytics**

You can add rubrics to TALENT and make them available to your community, so coaches, admins and teachers can review videos in a more structured manner.

If there is a rubric or framework you would like to add, send it to us and we will add it for you! The results of each

**Exemplars**

Here you'll find videos of great examples of practice within your community, curated by admins and coaches.

Whenever a teacher shares a video with you that you think is inspiring, shows an example of great practice or tries interesting methods, you can create a clip of it, and publish it as an exemplar video.
Community

Get to know your colleagues and discover their areas of expertise.

Our community page makes it easy to connect, collaborate and build an online professional learning community around your practice.
Reflect, Collaborate, Observe, & Coach on your time

Embed professional development in the classroom & education community

Have a voice in your growth
Create the ‘WOWs’
Let’s Explore TALENT